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Tao
Lin
Synchronicity and Schopenhauer
In Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting Principle, published
in 1952 in German and 1960 in English, Jung introduced the
term synchronicity, which I did not understand. “The term
explains nothing, it simply formulates the occurrence of meaningful coincidences which, in themselves, are chance happenings, but are so improbable that we must assume them to be
based on some kind of principle, or on some property of the
empirical world,” Jung wrote. I did not understand how something could be so improbable that one “must assume” it was
due to more than probability. Did this mean people who won
the lottery, or received a royal flush in poker, were somehow
invoking a noncausal principle? Jung’s arguments that there
were “spontaneous, meaningful coincidences of so high a degree of improbability as to appear flatly unbelievable” seemed
unconvincing to me. Over a lifetime in the universe, a place
of constant opportunity, one could probabilistically expect
to experience a certain number of lowprobability events, it
seemed to me, and when these inevitably occurred, one could
view them as rare offerings, and personally imbue them with as
much meaning and power as one wanted. The meaningfulness
of a coincidence depended on the human mind. Dogs, for example, experienced lowprobability events, but they could not
supply any meaning. If there was anything magical or occult
about coincidences, it was, in my view, located in the human
mind. Thinking about Jung’s idea frustrated and confused me.
I liked coincidences—the metaphysical gifts of them, doled out
steadily throughout life—and did not comprehend the need for
a principle beyond causality to explain them.
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Near the beginning of Jung’s short book, published in his
late 70s, he quoted a passage from Schopenhauer and referred to it as, in his view, wrong. To me, the passage, which
I’d read in a different translation, was humbly, lucidly, and
poignantly reflective of—or maybe slightly, estimably submissive to—the mystery. It’s from Parerga and Paralipomena (1851),
Schopenhauer’s massive, twovolume book of essays which,
published near the end of his life, he viewed as unnecessary to
his central philosophy—the title means something like “appendices and omissions” in Greek. A longer excerpt, than quoted
by Jung, of the passage, from E.F.J. Payne’s 1946 translation:
...in the mere dream the relation is onesided, that is to
say, only one ego actually wills and feels, whereas the rest
are nothing but phantoms. In the great dream of life, on
the other hand, a mutual relation occurs, since not only
does the one figure in the dream of the other exactly as is
necessary, but also that other figures in his dream. Thus
by virtue of a real harmonia praestabilita, everyone dreams
only what is appropriate to him in accordance with his own
metaphysical guidance; and all the dreams of life are so
ingeniously interwoven that everyone gets to know what is
beneficial to him and at the same time does for others what
is necessary. Accordingly, some great world event conforms
to the fate of many thousands, to each in an individual way.
Consequently, all the events in man’s life are connected
in two fundamentally different ways; first in the objective
causal connection of the course of nature, secondly in a
subjective connection that exists only in reference to the
individual who experiences them. It is as subjective as
his own dreams, yet in him their succession and content
are likewise necessarily determined, but in the manner in
which the succession of the scenes of a drama is determined
by the plan of the poet. Now those two kinds of connection
exist simultaneously and yet the same event, as a link in

two quite different chains, exactly fits them both, in consequence whereof one man’s fate is always in keeping with
another’s, and everyone is the hero of his own drama, but
at the same time figures also in that of another. All this,
of course, is something that surpasses all our powers of
comprehension and can be conceived as possible only by
virtue of the most marvellous harmonia praestabilita. On the
other hand, would it not be on our part a want of courage
to regard it as impossible that the lives of all men in their
mutual dealings should have just as much concentus and
harmony as the composer is able to give to the many apparently confused and stormy parts of his symphony? Our
aversion to that colossal thought will grow less if we remember that the subject of the great dream of life is in a certain
sense only one thing, the willtolive, and that all plurality of
phenomena is conditioned by time and space. It is the great
dream that is dreamed by that one entity, but in such a way
that all its persons dream it together.
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Rachel
de Joode

Natasha
Stagg
Is Anyone Listening To Me?
I Love It
I want to know why you are in a picture with Sarah Jessica Parker,
my half-sister Roxy commented on my Facebook profile pic.
Two hours later: This is my sister and she’s fabulous.
I didn’t respond to either comment, and one day was telling
my boyfriend about how guilty I felt about that, but it was too
late to do anything about it now, right?
“Tell me about this sister,” he said.
“Half. She’s older than me by about twenty years.” I went
through the bullet points that made everyone smile: she used
to be a stripper, which is how she met her wife. Jackie was the
DJ at the club. She has breast implants and has talked about
getting stars tattooed where her nipples are supposed to be,
because she still doesn’t have any. She keeps having to go back
for more reconstructive surgery because of infection. From
there, it always gets dark, and I mention that she has a failing
liver but sneaks liquor in water bottles she hides in her car,
and her son is married to a woman her age, and that Roxy and
her daughter-in-law do not get along.
“I can’t believe she’s never come up,” said my boyfriend.
“Her real name is Roxy?”
“Yeah. I shouldn’t have said any of that,” I said. “It’s like
she’s a freak. She’s not, she’s just a drunk. And she did a lot
of acid as a teen, and the rest of the family say she’s sort of
regressed.”
“Is she still married?”
“Yeah. They’re a good match.” That night, I dreamt that I
pulled up to my childhood home and found three dead bodies
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in the yard, a pool of blood so thick it was like a quicksand pit.
The bodies were two black men and one white man, who my
older half-brother cradled. “There’s been a terrible car accident,” he said.
“Where are the cars?” I asked. Roxy came out from the
side of the house and looked longingly at the white dead man.
Everyone was talking and only one person was crying, maybe
it was my brother Steve, who was alive in my dream. I tried to
make myself cry. “Who are they?” I asked.
“Roxy can tell you,” said my brother Mark.
Roxy started to sing a well-known song from the 80s, and
her voice was as beautiful as the original version’s. At the end
she said, in her regular raspy Southwestern drawl, “That song
was written about my friend Angela.”
I tried to piece together how this related to the dead white
man. “Do you remember when Roxy was on Letterman? ” asked
Mark. Roxy looked wistfully away.
“No,” I said.
“I sure do,” said my mom, who was alive, too, as she is in
almost every dream I’ve remembered for the past fifteen years.
A sped-up video of a young Roxy wearing a skin-tight dress
that scooped low in the back played in my mind. She introduced herself as a comedian, and then spun in circles all over
the stage. She was stunning.
I woke up and didn’t tell my boyfriend about the dream
because it was not about him or about sex.
I went to work, where I had to sit with a team and try
to come up with the ad slogan for this new reality show.
“It sounds bad. Almost Jewish,” said our boss.
“Their name is Islamic, but—”
“What about something more obvious, like their first
names? Let’s make sure everyone just knows them by their first
names,” he interrupted.
“What about the Kardashians? That name is long and
ethnic.”
“No one is listening to me,” said our boss. “I’m not asking

about the Kardashians. That’s a horrible title and their success
happened in spite of it. Let’s use their first names. At least for
the first ad.”
“Okay, not a problem. Do you think it needs something
else?”
“No,” he sipped from an ornate coffee cup. He shook his
head and then looked up. “I don’t.”
“Moving along, then. Michelle and Angela.”
“The elle-and-ang is a little—”
“I love it,” said our boss. “Is anyone listening to me? I love it.”
I left the meeting and went back to my desk, where I looked
at a bunch of open tabs and refreshed them.
Please comment all of your celebrity stories, my friend’s
Facebook post said, for the sake of some art project she was
working on. Most were about something incredible, or about
someone being really short, or about someone being a total
bitch, although a few sounded honest. All, by their very nature, hoped that the celebrity could have been affected by the
interaction.
When I was on Jeopardy!, I told Alex Trebek I liked his tie and
he said, “Yes, it looks like planets.”
My brother and I saw Joseph Gordon Levitt eating an ice cream
cone on a bench in Park Slope.
I returned Jesse Eisenberg’s lost ID; he was a dick.
I met Dimebag Darrell while working at a strip club, he got
kicked out for constantly asking to see the girls’ assholes.
I stared so hard at Andrew W.K. at an airport gate that I made
him get up and sit somewhere else.
I touched Nick Cave and his hands were big enough to totally
enclose mine.
Jared Leto once asked me for a ride to the mall and I told him no.
Jerry Springer tried to steal my suitcase at O’Hare Airport.
I took my dog for a walk and Sean Connery winked at me.
Leo Dicaprio was like five people in front of me in line for a
roller coaster and he shut the ride down so he could ride by himself
like a jerk.
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I sold Natalie Portman a dress.
I saw Solange Knowles at a party and asked her about the
elevator and she said, I’ll tell you this: he deserved it.
For my contribution, I wrote about the time I met Sarah
Jessica Parker. It was at a fashion show’s after party, but the
guests were mostly not A-list or even any list, just New York
night lifers and press. I went outside to smoke a cigarette. It
was quiet and pretty out there on the orangey-yellow-lit East
River, in a remote part of South Williamsburg. I saw a friend
I hadn’t seen in a while, Kevin, and said hello. We were catching up, and then I interrupted myself to say, “I think that’s
Catherine Keener,” about a woman standing a few feet away
in cargo pants and Tevas.
“Who’s Catherine Keener?” he asked.
“She’s one of my favorite actors,” I said. “Haven’t you seen
Walking and Talking? ”
“No.”
Catherine Keener noticed me talking about her I guess
and walked up to us and said “Hi, I’m Catherine. Catherine
Keener.”
I said, “I know, I’m a fan. I’m Natasha.” Kevin introduced
himself, too. He was wearing a tiny lace tank top and a pleated
skirt.
“No, you didn’t know who I was,” she argued.
“Yeah, you’re really famous, and I was just telling Kevin two
seconds ago that you’re one of my favorite actors,” I said.
“I’m not at all famous,” she said. I wanted to say that she’s
won an Oscar, but I wasn’t sure if that was true, so I didn’t.
“What is this, anyway? Some kind of party?”
“It’s for a fashion show,” I said.
“Oh, that makes sense. You’re a model,” said Catherine.
I laughed loudly, and looked at Kevin, who looked annoyed.
“I’m just here to meet my friend Sean, Sean Avery,” she said.
“He lives upstairs.”
“The hockey player?” I said, but she didn’t hear me. Sarah
Jessica Parker had walked out and cameras were flashing, so

Catherine turned to look.
“Oh, that’s my friend Sarah, I didn’t know she was here,”
said Catherine. “You have to meet Sarah. She’s not going to
turn and look this way, though, until her bodyguard tells the
paparazzi they have to stop. She told me this before: You can’t
look away, or they’ll catch you making a face that looks upset,
or, you know, ungrateful.”
A man emerged from behind Sarah and held his hand up.
The flashes ceased. Sarah stepped lightly down the steps in
a flashbulb daze, but soon recognized Catherine. “Cathy!”
“Sarah!” They embraced. Sarah looked even tinier as
Catherine’s arms circled her ribs. “I want you to meet my
friends, Natasha and Kevin,” said Catherine to Sarah.
“Oh, that’s right,” I could swear Sarah said. “Hello,
Natasha,” she shook my hand. “Hello, Kevin.”
“I just met them,” said Catherine.
“No, no,” said Sarah, rolling her eyes. “Isn’t this…?”
“I swear to god, I just met them,” Catherine argued.
They talked for a few minutes about their children and
school schedules, and then seemed to realize that it might
be wiser to go upstairs, where star hockey player Sean Avery
lived. During that window of time, though, a photographer
from The New York Times took a picture, and in it, Kevin,
Catherine, Sarah, and I are laughing, and the four of us look
like friends.
Below the Facebook status I wrote, I met Catherine Keener
at a party, who introduced herself as “Catherine Keener,” and then
tricked Sarah Jessica Parker, who is tiny, into thinking that she and
I were longtime friends.
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Darcie
Wilder
wait no nevermind
in third grade when everyone cool had glasses like arthur
from arthur i faked having bad eyesight at the eye doctor’s
but i wanted to be sure that they thought my eyes were bad
enough to need glasses so i said i couldn’t see colors and they
stopped the test and i had to wait in the waiting room and my
mom went to cry in the bathroom and they guilted me into
confessing the truth and i had to retake the whole test and
then they dilated my pupils so i really couldnt see and it was
so scary and they gave me fake glasses that i was too ashamed
to ever actually wear and now my mom is dead and i have
astigmatisms

grammar question: do you wake up “with terror” or “in terror”?

in rehab we did a meditation we lied down on the floor and
closed our eyes and our shrink said we walked around a pond
until we found a kid sitting on a bench and we talk to the kid
and we take the kid around the pond and how is the kid and
my kid was limping from a gash on her foot and our shrink
said this was our inner child

what if banks was yahe mommy and you have to vosit and say i
love you and then have to one day bury

once my dad bought me a plastic bill clinton mask that covered my whole eight year old head it was heavy plastic with
no ventilation and i couldn’t breathe and would cut my neck
sometimes but i put it on and wore a suit on halloween and
went as bill clinton and whenever anyone opened their doors
they would laugh or were horrified but i didn’t understand i
was eight and no one told me what the lewinsky scandal was
or that it had happened that year

that picture of the dead rat on instagram w caption ’i just
crushed its skull’ – the guy who posted that photo – i had sex
with that guy

plan b is kind of a party drug

friday night imagining everyone i know dying

starring at the wall thats fucking my wall im starring at my wal

people moving to Los Angeles is my least favorite thing i can
think of besides me being homeless or my family dying

i guess what im saying is single people aint tickled enough,
maybe integrate tickling into the office more

whenever my dad would drive me and my brother up the fdr
he would point at the water under the bridges and tell us to
never go swimming there because there are cyclones under
the bridges and we’d die. he also, when we were crossing the
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bridge into marble hill, told us to never cut our tongues off
because they don’t grow back

godiva is my least favorite regular spam email i went there
once to get my grandma a nice birthday gift today is her
birthday again and i missed her call because i am playing
music from my phone in the salon today but when i bought
her chocolates the guy behind the counter asked if i wanted
to be put on the mailing list and get a free piece of chocolate
and i specifically asked i remember very vividly asking if they
would do this and they said no so i said darcie wilder at gmail
dot com and i picked whatever disappointing chocolate that i
didnt enjoy and then pretty soon afterward i got godvia emails
every single morning at 9:18 am and sometimes it says it’s sent
from piper, which is a name of a kid i babysit so i’ll think she’s
emailing me and i’ll get super excited and i’ll even open it
and it’s not piper morrison it’ll be this chocolate peddler. ive
unsubscribed several times and marked as spam even more but
i still get messages

1 cat = 14 rats

in film school i opened my netflix on a projector and it recommended MOTHER-DAUGHTER TEARJERKERS FROM THE
1980s in front of everyone

crazy girls are just quirky girls who’ve maybe seen their parents try to kill each other

one Tuesday morning i called my dad to say hi and i asked what
he was doing and he said “buying life insurance. you’re welcome”

when i was ten i helped a holocaust survivor in my building sell
pottery every saturday morning on the corner and i would set up
her table and break it down at the end of the day and one day there
was a baby bird that was on the ground i didnt know what to do
and thought that my mom would know what to do and she might
come downstairs to visit so i didnt do anything but my mom never came and i was taking apart the table and i turned around and
the bird was dead the bird’s belly was flat and laid in a pool of
its birdblood and intestines and heart i had stepped on the bird i
killed the bird i told the old woman she said “oh no,” and laughed
it off and now when i visit the building she doesn’t recognize me

steve did you ever love me

when i was young i played a game where i was plastic and
delivered pizza and a game where i was real and died forging
a river and a game where i lived in a house and swam in a pool
with no exit

saying “awesome” on work phone calls is just another way to
stay punk

on the first day of fifth grade my dad walked me to school and
we stopped at a bodega that is now a store that sells dog collars
and dog leashes since the bodega was shut down for selling the
cigarettes to teenagers but it was maybe the year 2000 so it was
still open and he brought me there and he bought me a twinkie
and says to me in my face “when i was your age i would get a
twinkie for lunch every day” i took this to mean “eat a twinkie
for lunch every day to earn my love” and i tried but we couldn’t
leave the school for lunch every day so one day a week i would
eat a twinkie for lunch and the next year we were allowed to
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leave school for lunch more often and i gained a lot of weight
that year

i will do your taxes

one birthday i was on snack duty and convinced everyone we
should buy six pounds of shrimp and a birthday cake. madeline made us buy two bags of pretzels which we left unopened
around the shrimp. minoo said her mom only ate the pretzels
and was pulling out of the parking lot and began projectile
vomiting (seafood allergy)

i angHave to be Pretyyty

in dunkin donuts i asked my dad if he knew we’d hang out
again after he met me in the hospital after i was born and
he said, “i think i had an idea but you know i don’t ask your
brother about his relationships i don’t ask you about your
relationships but i want you to know that no matter what
happens and what you do or don’t do you wont turn into a
pumpkin. i was 28 when i met your mother”

I’d be a bad wife but a good ghost

he said i already told him about killing the bird and we were
having sex the first time too

im reading “27 people harry styles dated in 2013” the only phrases
i am allowed to use this week are “no substitute for a mother’s love”

and “i cant even hear the noise anymore,” alex asked me how long
i thought i could go, dead, before people found out i said three or

four days he thought two months

two weeks after malt liquor monday the condom fell out

baby poodle backflipped/fell on his noggin and i laughed out
loud and the man at the pooch and poodle shop gave me eyes
like i the goofball!

not everyone has hair, teeth

list of my dad’s advice: stand by the wall or someone will push
you on the tracks, never cut off your tongue, if you fall on the
rink make a fist or ice skates will cut off your fingers, avenues
go north/south, never stay in a relationship for the sex, never
cook bacon naked, never make a right turn going over ten
mph, only say that stuff behind their back, don’t touch the
third rail, drugs and alcohol just slow you down, put bacon fat
in old cans in the freezer, never get married because you think
it’s something you should do, and, at the hospice ATM emptying my mom’s bank account: more than one way to skin a cat

yall hear that everything on the internet will be deleted
thursday? fucked up, right
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Lily
Roche
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Johannes
Thumfart
BUSY AT WORK
BUSY AT WORK was Wolfgang’s most successful slogan thus
far. Within days, it had made its way through all the meetings, leaving a trail of defeated slogans behind it. STRONG
AT WORK, LEADING AT WORK, WORK COUNTS. All of those
brainless proposals of his competitors, Wolfgang thought contentedly, were burnt to ashes by now.
Soon, Wolfgang thought, after this one, final, decisive
meeting, BUSY AT WORK will be printed on thousands of campaign posters, his pure and simple words spread over a remote
Western German state. They would singlehandedly maintain
the power of its left-leaning party that had ruled this region
more than 25 years. Maybe someone important would thank
him for coming up with BUSY AT WORK. Maybe people would
start to call him “the German David Axelrod.”
Normally, this was an easy election to win. This year it was
somehow tight. Demographic change had hit the region hard.
Some of the old mining towns in the northern mountains were
entirely abandoned; others were slowly losing their basic
infrastructure.
Where to get nurses for all those old folks—the only ones
remaining? Where to get roofers, plumbers, electricians? What
to do when the last grocery within 40 miles closed down?
Which roads were worth repairing? What about the wolves
resettling the forests? These were not questions that could be
answered within an election period, and no one had ever bothered to address them.
The left-leaning party that ruled this region was not an
exception. That’s why they had hired the agency Wolfgang

worked for: a crack-team from the capital that specialized in
turning around public opinion to the favor of those already in
power, without having to offer any real solutions.
The strategy they employed usually began with the old
trope, “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” But obviously that wasn’t
enough. Things were broke. They agreed on a new strategy,
one that would keep the swing-voters away from the ballot
box in a subtle way, ensuring only the most active and loyal
party members’ participation. Since the ruling party naturally
retained the vast majority of this region’s active party members, their client could win the election by the sheer lethargy
of swing-voters.
“That is why BUSY AT WORK is such a great slogan,”
Wolfgang insisted when he presented his concept in this decisive final meeting. With each gesture, he tried to catch the gaze
of the boss. “Instead of talking about politics, we’re talking
about work. People immediately start to think of themselves as
BUSY AT WORK rather than politics. What do I have to do today? With what am I actually busy? Everyone wants to be busy,
especially retirees and the unemployed. Are they too busy to
care about these billboards? We sure hope so.”
That sounded cool, Wolfgang thought. Just as cool as the
Netflix-series in which he saw himself participating when he
had a good moment at work: a mix between The West Wing,
House of Cards and Mad Men.
But those good moments were rare and didn’t last very long.
In fact, he was sort of anxious when he was done running his
numbers and presenting his slogans. Although he never saw
the boss doing anything, Wolfgang knew he loved humiliating
his employees.
The boss’s comments could go as far and as simple as
“Garbage,” “Sad,” “Retarded,” “We should fire you,” “Go kill
yourself” or “Sounds like something for the retirement home,”
an especially aggravating remark as Wolfgang was in his forties and getting sort of old for an ad agency.
This time, however, things were different. The boss simply
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ignored Wolfgang. He gazed out the window at his parked car,
a black, somewhat tacky Porsche roadster. His silence was a
good sign. It was, in fact, as good as it could get.
BUSY AT WORK was accompanied by images of “regular
people,” models in reality, and party-leaders. Wolfgang had
been inspired by the web-video in which Hillary Clinton announced her presidential bid. They all usually just copied stuff
from the U.S.
“Leaders and regular folks—they all become one,”
Wolfgang went on, fired up by the boss’s benevolent apathy.
“And they’re all BUSY AT WORK! What we’re saying is nurses,
supermarkets, hospitals, whatever—if it’s missing, they’re at
it. You shouldn’t bother. Things are taken care of. And you
shouldn’t prevent those guys from doing their job with your
vote. This state is busy at work and surely it’s too busy to
change.”
As the boss gazed in silence at his Porsche, everyone
assumed the campaign had been approved. Quickly they
jumped on the next issue, evading the envious spirit that filled
the room. Their colleague had obviously had hit the jackpot.
But Wolfgang wasn’t satisfied. He’d studied political science
and philosophy. He’d been somewhat idealistic through his
late twenties. He had moral quandaries with promoting political lethargy. And his dilemma ran even deeper as the policies
of the party they worked for were just the ones he’d normally
support. They did a lot for childcare, education, startups,
gay marriage and the integration of immigrants. Besides
previous problems with corruption, they were the good guys.
Demographic change wasn’t their fault.
It doesn’t matter what policies you stand for; in the end,
there’ll be dirty tricks you have to play to stay in power. That’s
how Wolfgang resolved such doubts. That’s what he would be
telling himself when he got home. While he watched TV with
a soft drink, imagining giving an interview about his career as
political advisor.

And then he felt sort of wise, like a character from House of
Cards. To be specific, he felt like Doug, a shy and psychologically broken, but hyper-precise mastermind of political manipulation. He thought of himself as “being finally honest” when
he compared himself to Doug.
This sense of hubris was common among his colleagues.
In every meeting about the campaign there was at least one
remark concerning how sad the people they were trying to
influence presumably were, and how superior they themselves
were, manipulating those provincial simpletons with their
twisted strategies.
It wasn’t clear, though, on whom the joke really was. By
the very definition of power, no one in the agency had it. First
of all, no one gave a shit about electoral campaigns, which
were generally perceived as an awkward disturbance of public
life and a gigantic waste of money. And then, couldn’t a seven year old come up with BUSY AT WORK? What is good and
what is bad? They all wondered, knowing that the illusion of
a difference between BUSY AT WORK and STRONG AT WORK,
LEADING AT WORK, WORK COUNTS paid their rents, the
tuitions of their kids, their lifestyles. Supposedly it prevented
their jobs from being handed over to randomized algorithms.
And then, only two months before the election, Wolfgang’s telephone rang. It was the assistant of the state-level-PR-spokesperson of their client.
“Were you the one who came up with BUSY AT WORK?”
“Yes, of course,” said Wolfgang, who’d been secretly expecting a prize for political advertisement.
“It needs to go,” replied the voice on the other side of the
telephone.
“Why?”
“Because it’s bullshit,” the voice said. “It’s a pleonasm.
One can’t be BUSY AT WORK. One is BUSY or one is AT
WORK. They are the same thing. BUSY AT WORK is the same
thing twice. It’s a bullshit-pleonasm.”
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“It doesn’t work like that,” said Wolfgang, faintly. “It’s emotional. You’re approaching this too rationally.”
“It isn’t emotional to me.” The voice went on, “In fact, BUSY
AT WORK doesn’t work for me at all.”
“It would be great if you could let me do my job,” Wolfgang
said, becoming a bit aggressive now.
“Your job is to find a new slogan,” answered the voice.
“The party leadership already agreed on it.”
The rest happened quickly. There were some meetings behind Wolfgang’s back. Someone told him he’d heard the boss
express disbelief at how that horrible BUSY AT WORK slogan
had been part of the campaign at all. He claimed never to have
even acknowledged it.
A day later, Wolfgang saw the new test prints in the conference room. They weren’t there for him, of course. Since being
named a failure he was entirely out of the loop concerning this
campaign. Someone must have just been too busy to take them
down. The slogan read WORKERS: OUR WORK WORKS and
showed the same images of regular people and party leaders
that Wolfgang had originally proposed.
It took him several vague enough questions around the
espresso machine to find out what had happened. Reportedly,
the Polish intern had come up with these words. She’d recently
learned the different ways to use “work” in German and had
made a joke about her rudimentary grammar skills during a
meeting.
According to the story, the boss had jumped up from his
chair to praise this stroke of genius. He insisted the whole
campaign be structured around it. He also came up a new rule:
there forward, 80 percent of the copywriters would be foreigners without basic German skills, because it fostered creativity
and helped to “think out of the box.”
Wolfgang avoided all further conversations that day, hiding between the bathroom and the room with the photocopy
machine. He didn’t know what would happen to him after the

80 percent rule would be implemented. At six o’clock sharp,
while everyone was still busy, he left work and took the subway
home.
Upon exiting the platform, Wolfgang found himself surrounded by a family of gypsies. Their kind had pouring into Berlin
since Germany had erased all immigration restrictions for
Romania.
The family included eight children, all aged between probably six and fourteen, a surprisingly healthy grandfather and
grandmother way beyond their seventieth birthdays, several
dark skinned men and beautiful women with huge earrings,
long black curly hair and, Wolfgang thought, large, sensual
lips. They started singing outlandish chants and begged him
for money, touching his pockets and backpack. Wolfgang felt
thin and old among the flock, like a branch or brittle bone, left
for dead among the otherwise flourishing rainforest.
He pressed his backpack close to his body and waited for
them to pass by, as if they were a storm of humanity—made up
of arms and feet instead of hail and rain.
He was reminded then of the flood of refugees from Africa
and Asia who had recently entered the country, cloaking train
networks and highways guided by smartphones and social
media. Up to a million just this year were predicted, more than
one percent of the German populace. Mostly they were young
Muslim men. And although he had helped craft the current
“Pro Refugees”-hysteria himself, he was still bewildered when
he saw the throngs of well-meaning citizens flocking to train
stations. They cheered at the incoming exiles as if mistaking this African and Asian population artillery for a confetti
cannon.
“Something needs to be done about those immigrants,” he
found himself muttering under his breath as he made his way
into the empty apartment. “They’re bringing the third world
with them. They bring in cheap work for the bosses. Their
sheer mass drives up rent and real estate; that is all. But what
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do they bring for me? We Germans have a functioning nation
and a functioning society for which we worked very hard. Our
grandparents and parents were busy working on this. Working
for us. Why do I have to deal with the problems of these immigrants? Why now?”

Andrew
James Weatherhead
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Rachel
Bell
Vortex
It’s January, and Anne, my stepmother, sends me, my brother
and both of my stepsisters the same text message: PLEASE GO
GET A FLU SHOT ASAP. I’m sitting on a bouncy couch at my
friends’ apartment, a storefront in Chicago’s Humboldt Park
neighborhood. They all live together and play in a band called
Rat Hammer, and about once a month the apartment turns
into a venue called the Flowershop. The couch that I’m sitting
on gets turned on its side and shoved into a bedroom, a plastic
bucket is set in the corner of the room with a sign that says
BEER and people get sweaty or naked or both.
I laugh about the capitalization of my stepmom’s text. Anne
is a nurse. When I was in high school, I would get off the bus
and look in the fridge for a snack. Once a year I would be
greeted by an unpleasant but familiar sight: flu shots waiting
to be administered to each of us children at the kitchen table.
After some casual googling, I have convinced myself I may
have bird flu. I’ve been congested. My sinuses feel like they’re
filled with the puffy yellow stuff my mom used to inject into the
holes bored by carpenter bees in our duplex’s siding. Kevin,
who plays guitar in Rat Hammer, tells me he received a similar
text from his mom, and I propose that we get flu shots together.
I spend the night next door with Jason, the boy I’ve been
seeing. Jason is hot. The first time I met him was at the
Flowershop, where he was making a big pot of soup. I realized
he was hot when I saw him, but watching him chop carrots
and his inclusion of beer and bacon in the soup furthered this
conviction.
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In the morning, we seal off all of the windows in Jason’s
apartment with plastic wrap to protect against the coming polar vortex. I make a plate of scrambled eggs, dark orange with
Sriracha and cheese, and send Kevin a text to see if he’s ready
to let a medical professional immunize him. He says he’s ready
whenever.
Jason and Kevin and I get in my car, a red Nissan that has
had a microwave in the trunk for four months. I shove aside a
bag full of laundry to make room in the backseat, and we drive
toward Target. The parking lot riddled with potholes, Kevin
points out a light on the store’s signage has burnt out. Glowing
red letters on the building spell out HARMACY.
Jason never said he was getting a flu shot. Kevin and I fill
out our paperwork provided by our pharmacy technician,
Tiffany, interrogating her on which of the options is right for
us: High Dose, Intradermal, Nasal Mist. Kevin writes H1N1 on
the knuckles of his left hand with the ballpoint pen he is provided. Jason snaps pictures. Tiffany puts on latex gloves and
prepares the injections.
Kevin goes first, and marvels at how painless it was. I take
off my sweatshirt and start to pull up my right sleeve, but
remember my left arm has a tattoo on the injection site. I say,
“Oh yeah, much more badass. Stab me right in the tat!” Tiffany
raises her eyebrows and gives me the shot.
Tiffany is not as good at this as my stepmom. Anne is a
hardened professional. She’s certainly not happy to be doing
something that hurts her patient, but she’s not hesitant. When
Tiffany gives me the shot I can imagine her apologizing with
each millimeter that enters my arm. I clench my teeth. We
thank her, and I pull my sweatshirt back over my head.
Walking through the store, I can feel something moving
around in my mouth with my tongue and my words. I pull
it out and look at it. It’s a markedly yellow piece of my own
tooth. I tongue where it came from: a molar I had filled when
I was much younger. I want to show Kevin and Jason, but I’m
alarmed at the color. I throw it by the water fountains. A little

boy sees me. He stares at the ground where my discarded tooth
fragment lays, but he’s not young enough to try to eat it.
Three days later, I haven’t left Jason’s house. My sinuses have
advanced to a status that can be considered “fucked,” but more
importantly, the pain in my mouth is out of control.
I have never felt pain like it. The left side of my face is extremely swollen. I wake in the middle of the night and go to the
bathroom, where I hold my mouth open with my thumb to look
at the source. I vomit almost immediately. My tooth no longer
resembles a tooth. The gum next to the used-to-be-a-tooth is
marked by a white cyst the size and shape of a corn kernel.
I gargle water viciously. The cyst, a tiny crystal ball, prophesies the grimmest fates, and in my half-asleep and pain-addled daze, getting rid of it seems like the most important thing
I’ve done in a year. I find a safety pin and roast the point with a
lighter and stab the thing with scornful indignation, its contents suddenly a part of the rest of my mouth. I spit, then dab
the area with the wad of toilet paper. I make my way to the
liquor cabinet and take a swig of gin, head tilted to the left,
guiding the alcohol over the offending side of my mouth.
In Jason’s room I briefly stand over the heat vent, bending
my toes, then crawl up to him and sleep.
In the morning, the city has succumbed to the polar vortex, a
phrase that has exploded into the national lexicon with force
almost as terrifying as its temperatures. I work in an office
in the Chicago Loop, where I write news about the alcoholic beverage industry, but the entire editorial team is given
permission to work from home, as the commute is deemed too
perilous.
It’s twelve degrees below zero and I’m lying in Jason’s bed
with him when I start to cry. He insists on taking me to the hospital. I relent but watch him put on red waffle-knit long johns
and think about his legs. The way the long johns hug his calves
and relax near his crotch make him look like a football player.
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I miss my mom. Jason puts on more layers and goes outside.
He starts my car and shovels it out of its parking space.
I call the urgent care facility. It hurts to talk. It hurts to
press the phone up to my face. I’ve been taking 800mg of
ibuprofen every four hours and imagine this feeling is that of
my blood thinning. The woman on the phone tells me that they
are trying to stay open regardless of the weather, but she can’t
guarantee they will be open all day.
I put on all the clothes I have with me and some of Jason’s.
For Christmas my mom gave me a facemask that she called a
balaclava. I had never heard the word before and hated the
way that when I wear it rainbow tie-dye covers all of my face
but my eyes, but now I am grateful. I walk out the front door
and the air hits my tooth in the back of my mouth.
Jason has cleaned all of the snow off my car and turned the
heat all the way up. I slide across the street and drop myself
into the passenger seat.
Six weeks later, I’m in a cab on the way to my final dental appointment. I’ve had a root canal that lasted two appointments
and a temporary crown resting in my mouth for twelve days.
I fell asleep in the dentist’s chair during the first appointment.
My cabbie is named Marc. We drive by a woman standing
on the sidewalk. She’s wearing a dark tailored blazer over a
lavender ruched tube dress. The dress is short over thin legs
wrapped in fishnet tights.
Marc says, “Oh lady. She’s a porn movie waiting to happen.
Fishnets and stilettos, holy crap.”
I laugh nervously and say, “Wonder where she’s going.”
“She’s probably a news reporter.”
The woman gets in a van with a local news channel’s logo
on it. The van is high off the ground, and she hikes herself up
into it.
“She’s dressed like a hooker. Doesn’t matter to the news
what’s on the bottom half but she’ll draw a lot of attention out
in public. I don’t care; I’d throw her up on the hood of the car

and do her right now.”
I scowl and look away, and he continues, “She’s Spanish too,
so I could do her in another… Do her in two languages.”
There is silence in the cab.
“I’d go down on her in public.”
I remain silent, glad that the light has turned green. Glad to
have different things to observe besides this oblivious and objectified stranger. Marc turns left on State Street, which is not
how you get to my dentist’s office. He slows the taxi and says,
“Now which side is it on?” I tersely correct him. He apologizes
and calls me honey. I pull my sagging pantyhose up my legs.
It’s February, and it’s February for the next several days.
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Sam
Cooke
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Erik
Stinson
Creative Services; or, The Refreshing
Taste of California Cooler
Chris and I sit in a room made from a dark corner of this vast
Manhattan advertising agency. It’s very late afternoon. I fear
the day will end with my familiar sense of doom. I’ve been
having unresolved work feelings the entire week, ever since a
promising young senior-level account director left the company to work for Budweiser.
In the conference room, we work on a distribution project
for an imported European beer brand. There is a new (rumored
to be unpalatable) flavor for the spring season, set to release in
one year’s time. The client has asked us to make the product’s
branding explode with excitement and shareability.
I’m certain we will be unable to produce the kind of results
our main client envisions.
Chris is one of those people I would not have expected to
work in advertising. He is only a little laid back. Only a little
interested in art and money. His demeanor suggests a constantly present urge to please and a lack of certainty about his
own commercial talents. I imagine him working for like the
Post Office or in the marketing department of an increasingly unprofitable shipbuilder, designing elaborate matte-coat
brochures that list the number of beds and bathrooms in large
yachts.
So yes, I misunderstood the industry in which I now work,
assuming that people worked in advertising because they were
too lazy or intoxicated to attempt to work in more competitive
semi-artistic fields. I had lately discovered that most people in

advertising feel incapable of doing anything else, and yet less
trapped than simply destined for a certain vocation, one they
didn’t see as particularly flawed, disappointing or unchallenging. When they heartily complain, it is about their own abilities or the abilities of people immediately around them.
Chris sits on one of our Italian lounge chairs thinking of
the consumer-level beer market and the modern, obscure craft
of beer imagery, trying maybe to come up with an idea for the
background of this liquor store poster we’ve been working on
for several weeks. I admire his focus.
I’m sitting opposite of him. The room is white and very
empty and slightly dirty with scuffs and a distant lunch smell.
“You know what I’m going to say,” I say.
“Do I?”
“I’m going to say something about how much the last
round with the client killed me. And how the brief has
changed again for no reason, and then I’m going to talk
about something murky from my childhood and say I want
to go to the bar.”
“I want to go to the bar,” says Chris, radically preempting me.
“It’s funny because we never actually go.”
“I’d usually rather just go home at seven,” the color draining from his face. I wonder if he will nod-off mid sentence.
I look at the surface of the table and then out the window.
It shows me a gray corridor and a few pink cubicles where
people from—I don’t know, HR?—spend their waking lives.
“So I wrote some new lines. I wasn’t going to show them to
you yet but I’m bored so here they are.”
Deeply comfortable, I zone out for a while, reading the lines
in a disorderly succession and trying to add in some feeling
behind the strings of abused words.
As the sun goes lower behind adjacent office towers, the
office slowly dims. In my mind I can see the street traffic
below becoming more vigorous. I imagine myself walking to
the subway, embarrassed to catch myself in a shop’s reflective
window, seeing the typical uniform of a creative copywriter:
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something from American Apparel, something from Brooks
Brothers, expensive shoes (which I typically buy second-hand),
eyes painstakingly trained to see almost nothing, behind the
season’s most anonymous pair of sunglasses. I sicken myself
but remain upright, at least outwardly. Perhaps it is better to
realize what I have become than to hide behind the mythos of
work and value.
Looking up from the sheet of printed headlines, I see Chris
is trying to tell me about one of lines he likes.
“FEEL THE MOMENT GREATLY is working, I think,”
he says.
I take a long pause, pretending to think about the line
before responding. “There’s something grand and old-school
about it. I’m thinking Seagrams for some reason.”
“I was thinking more like… a classic whiskey”
“That sounds maybe a little too religious for this beer tone.
Are you thinking it might imply overconsumption?”
“I think we can let someone else decide that,” he says.
“Oh, totally,” I say immediately. “So let’s try that one in layout for the a.m. call. Do you know how you want it to look?”
“I have Cathy in San Francisco working on a cool layout
with these kind of bold, vintage-y geometric patterns.”
“Is she available to work on changes after the client meeting
tomorrow?”
“Yes.”
“Cool. I’m just going to send these lines to Tina.”
Our boss Tina is charged with approving our stuff before it
goes the client services people. She’s good with the copy and
easy to work with but I guess my feeling is that she takes the
work a little too seriously which is something I notice a lot
these days in middle and upper management.
“Just to confirm, we’re going with
STAND FOR THIS
MAKE BIGGER MOVES
CATCH THE FEELING

and
FEEL THE MOMENT GREATLY,” I say.
“And also SUCK ME DEEPLY,” responds Chris.
“Easy,” I say, like you would to an unruly horse.
I stand up to softly indicate that the meeting is over. Chris
stays seated and I consider that he may want to talk about
something else, so I sit back down. The light in the small conference room is bad now, it seems like some of the overhead
lights have turned off and I can see someone from the building
staff emptying all the trash cans under people’s desks.
Chris looks ready to drink. I decide to turn my brain fully
on and try to have a real moment with him.
“Is this because John left for Budweiser or because you
want to leave for Budweiser?”
“This is a personal issue,” he says.
“Oh?”
“I’m having trouble working on my portfolio. I can’t get
into it. I need a new website to look for a new job, but I can’t
make myself get to that point where I have the motivation. I
don’t want to look at the work we’ve been doing all over again.
I know a lot of it is crap and trying to pick out what I like from
the crap feels… just horrible.”
“Try to imagine it as someone else’s work and just decide if
there’s anything you like that way,” I suggest.
“What if there isn’t?”
“Maybe do some kind of side project?”
“I don’t have time for that shit.”
Chris looks miserable. He’s actually wearing a trucker hat,
like creatives used to wear a decade ago when the industry was
fat and its practitioners still iconically invested in sarcasm, critique, and cultural appraisal. All of that is gone now. It’s just
Chris’ look. He has some kind of skateboarding shirt and a pair
of whimsical, expensive canvas shoes that look like they belong
on Venice Beach circa 2003. He wants to be comfortable and
doesn’t know about fashion.
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I say, “I think I know what your problem is, man.
You just wanna have it all! Like any modern guy would. You
want to work at the best ad agency! Drink the finest French
wines!”
“You mean it’s a question of ambition. You mean I should
lean in harder, like that guy in the strategy department with
the bad shoes and the pleats?” Chris cracks a smile and closes
his eyes in resignation. He leans way back in the Italian chair.
“The guy who is always talking about elevating the occasion
and inspiring emotional action?” I ask.
“Him.”
“If you had LSD on your right now, would you put some in
his evening espresso?”
“He’d be exactly the same but sweatier.”
At that moment, Tina walks by slowly, peering into and
through our conference room with eyes that say, other people
pay for your lives.
We look back, stony as she passes without stopping. I’m
defiant like a child who has just comprehended a significant
mechanism of the world. Chris is at least unafraid. Our work
is decent and we are paid only a very small fraction of the
amount the agency charges the client for our time. I once
found a price card on an obscure file of the main office server,
showing exactly how much money the company charges for
each employee per hour, six or seven times what entry-level
employees make before taxes.
“It’s time to go home,” says Chris.
We go back to our desks to see if anyone needs anything
from us before we depart. I look at a trade website for thirty
seconds and close out Office 365. Everything can wait.
Silently and separately we head home, not thinking of better jobs, pristine beaches or that impossible beer with a light,
smooth finish like the perfect ending to a conversation that
actually means something to all of us forever.

Sheila
Heti
L
from Canals; or, Alphabetical Diary
Lark and I climbed the mountain and it was really intense, up
at the lookout and crying, crying.
Lark and I kissed several times.
Lark bought me three small drinks—Wild Turkeys.
Lark called earlier, then sent a text message later that night.
Lark calling me drunk.
Lark came calmly, smiling.
Lark doesn’t want you.
Lark goes home on Wednesday.
Lark I could have fucked happily for a long time if I could
have controlled my heart.
Lark is back with his girlfriend, who he cheated on three times.
Lark is looking for another woman, and he might even be with
another woman, so just forget it.
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Lark is not interested in being your boyfriend or your husband
ever.
Lark is reticent and secretive and private.
Lark is so truly not in love with me.
Lark is stuck.
Lark kept asking me what my errands were yesterday but I
didn’t tell him.
Lark moved to Paris for seven years and now he is back here,
adjusting.
Lark said, I paid for your ice cream and that is the end of that.
Lark said, That shows how little regard you have for me, be
cause a story is a gift, and you don’t even want to give me that.
Lark talked about being willing to break up with her to have
five or ten more years without kids.
Lark wants another woman, and is looking for her, not for you.
Lark was beautiful and I tried to persuade him not to go.
Lark was lying on the floor, too drunk to be sitting up.
Lark was lying with his feet to the door, at a slight remove from
the three people who were talking.
Lark was naked, and the closest I got was my underwear off,
my dress around my waist, my top half exposed, leaning my
breast down over his mouth.

Lark was talking about theatre or something and I realised I
was bored with his interests.
Last night at the party I told him I had big news, and he suddenly turned red and asked me if I was pregnant.
Last night he took me and pulled me close to him and looked
down into my face.
Last night he was talking about how bad he had been—a
drunk, getting thrown into jail, drinking a hundred bottles of
wine, getting into a fight.
Last night he was wearing a T-shirt.
Last night I had a wild dream, a vivid dream of being with my
son who was 5 or so.
Last night I had dinner with Vasily, but I got nervous right at
the end in case there would be a romantic moment, which I did
not want.
Last night I made him walk down the street as though he
didn’t know me.
Last night I read through old letters.
Last night I was on Criticker for several hours.
Last night we shared a pizza.
Last night we slept in the club.
Last night we went out for a walk and in a very natural way
ended up in a gelato store.
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Last night, high, I didn’t know how to think of him—at times
I was incredibly delighted and thought he was as new and
perfect as a person could be, other times I found it impossible
to understand why I was with someone who insulted me, was
unkind, and made me feel insecure.
Last night, lentil stew and some kind of lemony fish with
peppers.
Last night, speaking on the phone with him after not speaking
with him for two days, he said he was scared that I had been
mad at him because I didn’t reply to his last three phone
messages.
Last night, walking in the street after the movie, I felt so different in relation to the other humans—not inferior or superior,
but as though we were all members of the same species.
Lately I have been noticing something strange: with the older
people I know—writers, I mean, who are in some way mentors,
who I look up to—part of me wonders whether I should bother
getting close to them when soon they are going to die.

Michael
Earl Craig
This Looks Russian to Me

It’s a postcard of a painting of a man and a dead woman.
A waterfront scene. The man is large and sits smoking, casually.
The woman is dead, or maybe sleeping, but probably dead,
wand laid out flat on her back, in black, with black hair
poured out like seaweed on the sand around her head.
It’s an old card; no information on the back. The man sits
on the edge of a beached rowboat smoking a pipe, watching us.
A wisp of smoke takes off from the side of his face and travels away.
The woman’s eyes are closed. She looks waterlogged. A long
black dress clings to her body. She wears lace-up ankle boots
with heels. She is definitely dead.
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Although maybe they’re thespians taking turns pretending
to be dead. It is the woman’s turn and so she’s down now
on her back in the sand at the water’s edge, and it’s the man
who’s just taken her pipe and gone and sat on the boat’s edge.
He needed a match. She handed one up to him. Moving only
her left arm to do so. Shoulders down flat on the sand so as not
to mess her hair, which the man has just carefully arranged
like a bouquet about her head.
					
In the distance there’s a faint skyline of buildings—the suggestion
of just the tips of spires in the fog. The man wears old boots
and multiple capes or cloaks of wool and canvas, and a kind of
military cap with short bill. He is probably a policeman, a constable,
and looks neither shocked nor bored. Not tired and yet resting.
He has seen it all before. He is permitting us to take it all in.
					
At the woman’s heels we see what might be drag marks in the sand.
Behind her where the water starts is a flimsy dock of planks
of varying lengths and qualities. A single crow is walking
or standing
here, stooping. If birds used canes he would definitely have one.
He is tiny in this painting, a little flourish, but full of feeling
and purpose.
He is Russian like the others. And exists to draw the eye. 		
		

Stephen
Sturgeon
The Infant
The woman and her husband went to the hospital. The wife
was pregnant and the time had come to deliver up their progeny. “Push,” said the doctor. “Push,” he continued. “I ask of
you, push.”
After discomfort the affair came to an end. The wife produced a quantity of wine bottle corks from her fecund womb.
The doctor gathered them into a heap on a metal medical tray.
Three identical scalpels sat next to the heap, and a bone-saw.
The doctor followed birthing protocol and gave a smack, the
customary smack. Who of us is unworthy of protocol? His
hand landed in the center of the heap. The corks scattered and
bounced across the white tile floor. The scalpels and bone-saw
leaped and clanged on the tray.
“Nurse.” The doctor spoke to his nurse. “Nurse. Help me.
This is no way to begin one’s life. Help me. To be thrown about
in every direction upon an unclean floor. You must.”
The doctor and his nurse began stooping through the room
and collecting the corks, at some moments picking up three
and four of them at a time, and blowing upon them, and brushing them, and looking at them. “Le Montrachet,” the doctor
said after looking at one. “Magnificent sub-region. Tell me,”
said the doctor to the parents of the corks, “are you much in
Burgundy?”
In the kitchen of the parents of the corks, the radio played.
Its dial was positioned between a classic rock channel and
a channel that played evangelical Christian programming.
The grandmother of the corks stood at the kitchen sink.
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Her grandchild sat piled in a metal colander on the counter
next to the sink. “It’s been a long time been a long and the fury
of the chosen will not be bowed by lonely time,” said the radio.
The grandmother of the corks held a scrub-brush in her
right hand. With her left, she squeezed a spot of dish soap onto
its bristles. She put the dish soap bottle down on the counter,
chose a cork from the metal colander, and set to scrubbing it
with the brush. Soap foamed upon the cork, and the grandmother rinsed the cork and placed it into a white plastic colander that sat on the counter, on the other side of the sink from
the metal colander.
“You must know that these times,” said the radio, “have
been prophesied in my tummy and I feel like a-beasts and pits
will await them.”
The grandmother of the corks continued cleaning the corks
until she had cleaned and rinsed nearly two-thirds of them,
when the telephone rang on the wall. The cork she was holding
she stood upon the sink’s metal frame. She rushed in drying
her hands on a rag hanging from a cabinet knob and ran to the
telephone. As she ran, the cork she had been washing fell into
the sink.
“Hello?” said the grandmother when she had picked up the
telephone. “Hello, Madeleine. Thanks for calling me back. Yes.
Yes,” said the grandmother. “And if your train’s on time you
can get Satan is everywhere turn on your TV set and there’s
Satan turn on the radio turn to most stations on the radio and
there’s Satan turn chances are you’ll go far if you get in with
the right bunch of fellows,” said the radio.
Eight stories down, on the sidewalk outside the corks’
parents’ apartment building, a man dressed in a green cashmere sweater and brown slacks clasped his face, pressed the
lenses of his eyeglasses against his eyelids with the palms of his
hands, and wept as people walked by him.
“I don’t see how she could have taken it that way,” said the
grandmother of the corks to the person on the other end of the
telephone call. “Yes. I’m glad you agree with me. I was careful

to be very clear about it,” said the grandmother of the corks.
A child with a half-full bowl of oatmeal and banana slices
walked into the kitchen. He poured the oatmeal and banana
slices from the bowl into the sink.
“Hold on a sec Maddy,” said the grandmother of the corks
to the person on the telephone. “Just leave that in the sink
Joshua, I’ll take care of it,” said the grandmother of the corks
to the child, and she turned back to the wall to continue her
conversation.
The child placed the bowl in the sink and flicked a switch
on the wall behind the sink’s faucets. The garbage disposal
turned on and shredded the cork that had, by this time, rolled
into the drain of the sink. It blended with the oatmeal and
pieces of banana, and the garbage disposal forced the blend
down the pipes. “Driving that train high on cocaine Casey
strike him down if you believe you will strike him down and
you will don’t you know that notion just crossed my mind,”
said the radio. The child turned off the garbage disposal and
left the kitchen as the sink’s drain gurgled.
The man in the green cashmere sweater below and outside
continued crying.
“Well you can’t do any better than that,” said the grandmother of the corks to the person on the telephone. “But listen
I have to run, I’ll call you later. OK. Mm. OK. Mm. OK. Mm.
Bye-bye,” said the grandmother of the corks, and she replaced
the telephone receiver onto its carriage, and she walked back
to the sink and started bathing her grandchild again.
The track-lighting in the master bedroom of the corks’ parents’
gargantuan apartment was dimly set. The father of the corks
sat in this room, in a blue and white striped armchair with his
legs up on a matching ottoman. In his hands was that quarter’s
issue of the professional journal of the Geological Society of
America. He held it close to his face. He bit down gently onto
a pencil. The mother of the corks sat in the room, in front of
a mirror, dressed in a robe with white, furred cuffs, removing
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layers of makeup from her face with a sponge that had been
soaked in astringent. On a teakwood bedside table stood a
baby monitor. It was white, and a small red light the size of
a large pinhole shone in the middle of its body.
“I’ll start jogging again soon, perhaps in spring, in the
park,” said the mother of the corks while she looked at her
reflection and spread astringent on her face.
“Erm,” said the corks’ father, looking at his page, biting
down harder on the pencil between his teeth.
“The decorator is coming tomorrow. Does that easy chair
still suit you or shall I order something fresh?” said the corks’
mother.
The father of the corks cleared his throat.
“I’ll see what Paul thinks,” said the mother of the corks.
She began removing pins from her hair and depositing them
into the half of a clamshell that rested on the bureau in front
of her. The father of the corks made a note in the margin of his
journal with his pencil and turned the page noisily.
For some few minutes, there was silence.
“Where,” said the father of the corks, and stopped. The pencil remained in his mouth.
“Yes?” said the corks’ mother, turning her head away from
her mirror and toward him. The father of the corks let his journal drop into his lap and the pencil roll from his mouth.
It landed on the cover of his journal.
“Where,” he began again, and looked toward her, twisting
in his chair. “Where is my protractor?” He stopped. “Or my
straight edge?” he added.
The mother of the corks looked back to her reflection in
the mirror. A sound then came through the baby monitor on
the teakwood bedside table, and she looked again toward the
father of the corks, whose expression and position in the chair
remained imploring.
“Did you hear something?” said the mother of the corks.
More noise transmitted through the baby monitor, a scratching. A light bang.

“Don’t get up,” said the father of the corks, and he rose from
his chair and left the master bedroom.
In his absence the mother of the corks opened a drawer
from where she sat, and she looked into it. Her hand entered
it and withdrew a hand mirror, which she held with its glass
facing away from her as she examined the design on its back,
a scene of a sitting-room that was etched into the casing, a window opened above and behind a sofa with wooden arms, ferns
on either side of the sofa, floor-vases on the sides of the ferns,
and an Oriental carpet of elaborate weaving laid underneath
them. Through the baby monitor sounds transmitted. The
mother of the corks heard the father of the corks saying something she could not understand, and she heard him walking
around, and breathing when he walked past the baby monitor
in the nursery. Eventually she turned the hand mirror around,
brought it close to her face, looked at the skin between her
upper lip and her nose, and returned the glass to the drawer. Sounds ceased to transmit through the baby monitor. She
looked again at herself in the larger mirror before her, opened
her mouth to speak, and said nothing. The father of the corks
returned to the master bedroom.
“What was it?” asked the mother of the corks. “Is anything
wrong?”
“No, no,” said the father of the corks.
“What was it?” asked the corks’ mother.
“We’ll have to tell Michael to get a man up here to look at
that window in the nursery,” he said as he sat again in his blue
and white striped chair and put his legs upon the ottoman.
“Oh?” asked the mother of the corks.
“It was open. Wind must have blown it open. An old window,” said the corks’ father as he began again to read his
journal.
“Oh?” said the mother of the corks. “That was what we
heard?”
“Some birds,” continued the father of the corks, “a couple of
birds had gotten in. One was on the windowsill, another sitting
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on the crib railing. I got them out. Dirty birds. We don’t want
them flying to the kitchen,” said the father of the corks.
“Oh?”
The mother and father of the corks took a family vacation.
“We need,” the father of the corks had said one morning in
spring, and stopped.
The mother of the corks had turned to him from where she
stood in the library, from where she stood arranging seventeen shelves of nineteenth-century German poetry volumes
chronologically according to the years of their poets’ births.
“We need,” the father of the corks had begun again. The corks’
mother walked to where he sat behind a colossal stone desk.
She stood by him.
“We need,” said the father of the corks, “to get away.”
“Where shall we go?” asked the corks’ mother.
“To the islands,” said the corks’ father.
The next day the mother and father of the corks stood on
a beach on an island. The sun shone through the transparent ocean and onto its floor of coral, rocks, sand, and plants.
Evening was coming. The father of the corks said, “I will swim
briefly again before we leave for dinner.”
“I will stay here with the children,” said the mother of the
corks, and she sat down in her one-piece black bathing suit
on a thick, wide towel next to the heap of corks swaddled in
a smaller towel. The swaddled corks were propped in a small
declivity in the sand. The exposed corks at the top of the swaddled pile wore sunscreen. A child in red bathing trunks ran up
to the mother of the corks from the ocean shallows.
“Where’s Daddy?” said the child.
“He has gone swimming again, before we go to dinner,” said
the mother of the corks. “What is that?” asked the corks’ mother as she looked at the child’s hand.
“A nice seashell I found in the water. Look!” said the
child, and he reached toward the corks’ mother’s face
with the seashell in his hand and turned it clockwise and

counter-clockwise. It sparkled, wet, in front of her face.
“It is pretty,” said the corks’ mother. “It is very pretty,” she
added.
“Yes! It’s pretty,” said the child.
“Start getting your things together,” said the mother of the
corks to the child. “The babysitter will be here soon.”
“Oh! I don’t need a babysitter!” said the child.
“Maybe you don’t,” said the mother of the corks, “but if a
babysitter did not come then who would take care of,” and she
looked for a moment at the swaddled corks in the sand. The
child looked at the corks and then to the mother of the corks,
and he walked away, to where a small red plastic bucket and
four small red plastic shovels waited for him on the beach.
Behind the mother of the corks a woman spoke.
“Ma’am?” said the woman, and the mother of the corks
turned around and looked up at the visitor.
“Yes?” said the mother of the corks.
“Hello, Ma’am. The concierge told me you would be on the
beach with your family. I’m Irene your babysitter,” said the
woman.
“Hello,” said the mother of the corks to the woman. From
the ocean came a loud scream.
“What was that?” said the corks’ mother, and she stood up.
The child emptied sand from the small red plastic bucket onto
the beach.
“Ah!” screamed the father of the corks in the water, this
time closer to shore. The father of the corks was coming in.
The child stood up and looked toward the scream. The mother
of the corks began rushing toward the father of the corks.
“Ah!” screamed the father of the corks as he emerged from the
ocean limping with a string of purple bulbs clinging to his calf,
knee, and thigh. “Ah!” screamed the father of the corks. The child
began walking toward the father of the corks. The concierge appeared on the beach carrying an armful of towels and ran toward
the father of the corks. The mother of the corks turned her head
backward toward the child as she ran to the ocean.
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“Joshua! Stay there! Joshua! Miss! Miss! Please take the
children to the room! One four seven! One four seven!” said
the mother of the corks. The father of the corks screamed. The
babysitter took the child by the hand and began walking with
him away from the ocean. “What’s happening?” said the child
as he cried.
“It’s a man o’ war,” said the babysitter to the child. “They’re
a weird fish, like, live in the ocean. They hurt but your daddy’s
gonna be all right. He’s hurt now but they’re going to take him
to the hospital and he’ll be all right again. Happened to my
daddy once. What’s your name? You’ll see your daddy again
tonight and he’ll be OK.”
The child looked back at the ocean as the babysitter led
him away from it. An ambulance was driving on the beach toward the parents of the corks and the concierge who crouched
by them. The babysitter and the child walked indoors, the
ambulance drove from the beach with the parents of the corks
in its rear section, and the concierge walked up the beach
and indoors. He prepared to call the resort manager on the
telephone. The waves of the ocean came farther up the shore
with each roll. Soon they had moistened the thick towel that
the mother of the corks had left behind and the towel that
swaddled the corks in their small declivity of sand. Soon the
waves had unwrapped the small thick towel from around the
corks, and the corks tumbled from it. Three corks were pulled
from the small thick towel they sat on, and the water dragged
them along the wet sand, griming their surfaces. Then four
more corks were pulled into the wet sand, and two of the
previous corks were returned a little distance from the towels
on the beach. Soon all of the corks had been dislodged from
the small, thick, wet towel, and they tumbled in the water, and
the water pulled them back and forth. In the ocean shallows,
more than a dozen corks bobbed and twisted in the water. A
quarter of a mile out to sea, a wave began to form, and more
than a dozen corks rose into the wave’s crest and into the brew
of foam and salt working there. For miles along the shore of

the island, corks turned purple under the sunset, drifted in
the ocean water still warm from the previous noon, and turned
black with the rest of creation when night had finally planted
itself into the hemisphere.
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Matthew
Rohrer
Them
I was working in the kitchen when they came out to tell me my
son had fallen asleep on the computer, was leaning against it,
but before I could make it all the way there, I knew it wasn’t
true.
I asked them which of two stanzas in ODE TO THE WEST
WIND they’d rather live inside.
I realized as I was explaining to them the subject and the object when speaking of the first person that I was just thinking
it out for myself.
My son sprawled over part of the old couch after school until
they drove him away with their exasperations.
I would rather live if forced to through sorcery in the 3rd stanza with all the water, the oozy woods.
At night regretting my choice.
I am very comfortable in my little upstairs apartment thinking
about stories as things.
I read them a book about going to the very edge of the sea and
thinking of the mysterious giant squid, without ever seeing
one.
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*
Snow is not pretty for very long after it falls.
Everyone walking through the dug-out passageways across the
street.
A recycling bag ripped open, a hummus in the snow.
They only want to take one route to school every morning,
though there are at least three.
I say phooey! It goes unheeded.
Sitting in a cold car, someone else in charge, early in the
morning.
After they are asleep the room begins to dim and shrink.
A French woman’s voice is in the room.
*
They tolerate me, for I simplify their lives.
Here I am, and there they are.
I do not stand in their way, turning from the world to miniature amusing figurines, then turning from those.
I have a little faience hippopotamus my friend brought me
from Egypt. I do not understand how, but it stands in for my
early poems.
Briefly when they leave the house, I have to time clean.

I look at my watch, it’s 20 to 1:00. If our ancestors looked
down on us from Heaven oh no!
Something nags me from a dream, I don’t know what, I just
know it’s better.
I feel a mist covering my head, which is the memory of the
feeling of something real, a dream.
The dripping faucet is the most powerful of all!
*
I read them an old fairy tale, one of many variations on
Cinderella, called Kari Woodengown, where the young girl has
to wear a wooden gown, that clacks.
The prince is so mean to the poor and the filthy, so besotted
with the rich and the fair.
They are of course the same.
All the honking – the people are waiting for a signal from
above, to tear each other apart.
I wait at the crosswalk for the light to change.
*
Inside the word Enchanted is the song that enchants you.
Christmas lights still up in the living room.
Grey outside, a little like time is not passing all winter, Sunday.
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I have to keep standing, if I lie down they climb all over me
and fall asleep.
And then their tiny breathing.
A bus rolls by with snow chains on the back tires. That’s the
first I’ve heard of it.
*
Not because they’re scared though but they need me in the
other room with them.
Winter gray the smeared sky a few hours ahead of them.
Yesterday where a red tailed hawk landed right in the yard,
they stared out the window, every so often it flapped its wings.
Then they claimed Gustavus Adolphus transmuted a grain of
lead into a grain of silver.
I put down a little raw lamb on the kitchen floor but they
wouldn’t eat it.
When I turned to speak someone else’s words came out of my
mouth.
They made me a rubbing from the Emperor’s grave, and a very
tiny martini.
I saw immediately that mischief had been done.
*
They came on the radio playing music we never heard before,
in strange time.

The way sound fills up a room like furniture and weather occurred, summery inside a building with ice on the roof.

They need help with their homework, and showers, and guidance with their chores.
I put down the book about them and their obsession with
alchemy, relieved that will never happen to me.
They were supposed to throw out the things they didn’t need
anymore but they were too young.
*
They threatened to bite me while the children laughed.
I kept a metaphor of great beauty and savor hidden away.
One of them turned right without making sure the intersection was clear of a man in a wheelchair taking his daughter to
school, and he was immediately and generally recognized as
an asshole.
They walk the short distance to their beautiful homes not far
from school.
The flag at the school only goes to half-staff.
If I had ever invented anything I would go to it right now, and
power it up, and let its energy course through me.
They pretend not to notice at lunch that I have zipped myself
through misadventure into my coat for good, and that is why I
sit across from them for an hour in my coat.
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*
They were creeping through the house when they stepped on a
toy that started to sing.
The children cried out of the landscape of their worst dreams,
jazz flutes rising.
The sun went down, the lamps were lit, they came on the radio
threatening us with weather.
Walking home from the liquor store I felt nothing but wind.

Dain
Devra
Chatel (text) Freelander (images)
Worse than a Wild Animal
Travis 2 slipped the trawler into autopilot and pitched his eyes
directly forward. He ignored Raina’s too-warm, too-wet touches. They always seemed to land exactly where he wanted them
least—in the crook of his elbow, on his neck, in his ear. Why
was he such an inflatable sack of misery? Here was a beautiful
woman, touching him because she felt love for him.
Sometimes he worried that he hated people who made the
mistake of loving him. It was as if by allowing him to exist
as he was—in fact by placing their stamp of approval on the
mediocre, unimproved him—they were expressing a vote of
no-confidence in him; they couldn’t imagine all the ways his
future self would transcend his present self. He wanted to tell
them, “Just wait till you see what I’m going to be! Fitter, more
magnanimous, cleaner, better-read, immensely graceful. Then
you can love me.”
His cup, he thought under a grin, runneth over with
douche.
The cynicism set in as soon as he woke up, triggered by the
closing stages of rapid eye movement sleep. Unfortunately,
these days he woke up in damp-G, next to his new girlfriend
Raina, and that meant she was too often the target of his petulant, inaccurate emotional airstrikes.
While his leg grew back, Travis 2 was on involuntary leave
from the WedgeHull Fire Squad. Things had started to get
serious with Raina just after the accident, and it was at her
suggestion that he recuperate in a rented bubble bungalow
staked out over the magma cliffs of the Wedge. Gravity was
shot to hell whenever you got too close to the planet’s deep,
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longitudinal cleft, so it was more time in damp-G than he
would have preferred, but at least his leg was growing back
faster.

A few nights ago he’d had this dream where he was having a threesome with two of the other firemen in his squad.
Suddenly one of their anuses turned into a pencil sharpener
and shredded his dick to ribbons, and the other guy fell wetly
apart into a pile of undulating mealworms. He woke up—existentially terrified—only to find Raina hacking his Terminus.
She’d peeled back the prosthetic skin of his forearm and was
tapping on the glass structure that replaced the bones and
musculature of his non-dominant arm. Some people had their
terminii amputated onto their dominant arms, but Travis 2
couldn’t imagine pecking the touchscreen with his wrong
hand—it didn’t seem natural.
To access another person’s Terminus was a profound
breach of etiquette rude enough to be practically unheard-of,
but he tried to be cute about it, mostly because he was worried she’d seen some of the extremely racy photos he’d been
exchanging with an old colleague from the Fire Squad. Some
of them were of Raina, and they had been taken without her
knowledge or permission.
Travis 2 couldn’t tell if she’d seen the photos or not—she

didn’t say and her reaction to his discovering her was equally
playful. “We love each other too much for secrets, don’t we?”
Yeah, we’ve been together for six months and we’re still having
sex every night. We love each other way too much.
But something changed in the morning—she was quieter,
and her hated affectionate touches were absent. He started to
worry.
After two days like this, he’d woken up early and taken a
low floater to one of those touristy outdoor adventure-type
bubbles—the kind that rented gear for core-repelling down
into the Wedge or piloted low-orbit floaters that let you take in
the entirety of the orange-and-iron layered planetary slice all
at one time.
They also rented trawlers you could take out for day jaunts
into the planet’s XL, technicolor magnetic field, and he put a
deposit down on one of those. He pulled up at his own bubble
just as Raina was waking up.
“Thought I’d plan something romantic,” he said, “Let’s go
for a spin, huh?”
“Travis 2, that’s so sweet! But I heard there’s humans up
there.”
“That’s why you love me,” he wiggled his eyeburrow at her,
“because I’m dangerous.”
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The trawler—which didn’t have a name—came stocked with
booze, but you had to engage the autopilot to unlock it. Now
that the ship was in control of itself, Travis 2 heard the satisfying, mechanistic unclick of the pneumatic fridge. He cracked
a self-mixing margarita for Raina and grabbed two for himself.
As soon as she’d jumped aboard the trawler the touches had
started again, and just as quickly his ugly, irritable, despairing
self had re-emerged, triumphant over his nascent humility.
The ship droned on until it was just outside the planet’s colossal, four-diameter magnetic field. The field was famous for
its size—many electrologists theorized that it had been forced
out that far by unbalanced emanations from the Wedge—but
also for its perpetual illumination. As Travis 2 slurped his margarita he watched the revenants of lapis and electric purple
wrestle over the glacial rotation of his globe. The core-deep,
full length slice missing from the planet gradually disappeared
around the Hull horizon.
Suddenly, through the crystalline window in the back of the
ship, Travis 2 saw a very strange thing: a pale yellow wedge of
Swiss cheese tumbled through space. He and Raina glanced
at each other. They’d never eaten Swiss cheese, or any second
link animal product, but they knew what it was: human food.
“Look,” Raina tugged his sleeve. She pointed past the
cheese to a parade of more items, all food, all doing the same
entropic waltz through the void: pieces of stretched, dried prosciutto; a cloud of grapes; a peppered and charred rosemary
chicken breast; some pumpernickel rolls; a peach pie with one
slice removed; an open champagne bottle, patiently losing
drops; a bag of Doritos; and a dark purple, gelatinous sludge
that Travis 2 thought was blackberry jam.
He ran to the controls and tried to override the autopilot.
It wasn’t supposed to work, now that he’d opened the liquor
fridge, but he managed to do it by telling the ship they were in
a life-threatening emergency. He started the ManEater Drive
and turned around to follow the line of food.
“What are you doing? Don’t go closer!” Raina grabbed him

again, this time not in a nice way. It felt good.
“Remember what I said about danger, love?”
As soon as the trawler spun around the nearest bank of
discharge clouds Raina choked out a gasp.
They were looking at a Blister Ship—simple, archaic human
technology—that had been, as the Cloud Rider militia liked to
say proudly, “popped.” Its two human occupants were dead.
The female floated, face up, her long, dirty hair dangling below her. Raina touched her own bald head as if it were a piece
of evidence in an argument her subconscious was having with
itself.
The male had floated out through the burst hole in the
nodule and was logrolling through space near a red-and-white
checkered blanket. The holo settings in the Blister were sunny,
grassy, blue; the couple, if that’s what they were, must have
been having a picnic. With a sickening lurch of his stomach
Travis 2 realized that the purple gelatinous substance he’d seen
was not jam after all, but congealed blood ejected from a gash
hacked out of the man’s head.

“I heard they were doing this,” he said, sliding a hand along
Raina’s lower back. She looked at him quizzically. “They’re
trying to kill all the refugees camping out around here.”
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“It’s awful,” Raina tentatively responded to his touch with
her own careful caress.
“No it’s not. What if they’d still been alive when we came
by?” he asked, pointing out the window and leaning close
enough for his lips to brush against her ear, “That could be
us.”
“You… I guess you’re right,” she murmured. She trailed a
fingernail up the inside of his arm. “Better us than them.”
They looked each other in the eyes, and Travis 2 shivered
down all three of his spines.
“We don’t have to get political,” he said, launching himself
back to the trawler’s helm, “Let’s just enjoy each other’s company.” He snarled at her; she snapped at him as he dimmed the
lights. He reengaged the autopilot.
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Adam
Humphreys
from Lucky Dragon Visa Consultant
Eight thousand dollars in rolled up bills accumulated in the
shoebox on my desk. I spread it across our bed and lay in it
like Scrooge McDuck, took a selfie, sent it to Lauren. She was
displeased and asked me to wash the sheets.
I opened a bank account at the local Citi branch near our
parking garage in Clinton Hill, applied for and was denied a
line of business credit.
I said, “Here I am with a successful business and an eight
thousand dollar deposit, and you can see this with your eyes,
but you’re saying I am not credit-worthy. I don’t even need the
credit, as you can see, I have cash—but I can and will bring
you over five thousand dollars every month, and still you will
not give me credit.”
My banker encouraged me to pursue a “secured” credit
card. A secured credit card was something the bank would
give you to “help you build credit”—essentially, you are asked
to make a long-term deposit, in this case one thousand dollars, which acted as collateral against the thousand dollar
limit you could “borrow” against. They wanted to see that you
could “make your payments on time.” So you gave them one
thousand dollars and were then able to borrow back that one
thousand dollars with a card, but would have to pay interest
on your withdrawals and late fees and such. If everything went
okay you could build credit for yourself or your business. I
lost my temper, then checked myself—it was hardly the lowly
banker’s fault.
In fact, the business banker’s spritzy, personalized service
pleased me, made me feel valued. I told him I wanted to talk

about credit card machines, so he set up a meeting. In the
meantime, I discovered a company called Square that processed card payments with a small doohickey that plugged
into the top of a smart phone for a fee of 1.75 percent. I bought
a company phone for Steve. He installed the app, which fed directly into the Lucky Dragon account. It worked well, but I felt
obliged to attend the meeting with the Citibank data person.
He arrived in the middle of a rant I was giving to my business banker about the secured credit card I had applied for
and been denied earlier.
I felt I could harangue the banker. I enjoyed asserting myself. I thought that was how young tycoons should be. Going
around, impatient, mad when things don’t work, telling everyone what’s broken, wanting it to be fixed. Calling out stupidity,
inefficiency, scams, lies. The more power you have in a situation, the better people treat you. The better people treat you,
the more comfortable you are making demands on them.
“You won’t permit me to take out a loan even if I have
already essentially paid off the loan?” I was asking, as the data
manager entered the meeting. He was heavy, Asian, around 28,
with gel-spiked hair.
He began with flattery, praised my success and ingenuity.
He said he saw massive opportunity for growth.
He said he thought I would be making over a million dollars
in revenue after four years, should I make the right decisions.
I blew up at my banker again. “This guy thinks I have the
ability to make over one million dollars in revenue after four
years, and he’s a representative of the same bank that wants
me to pay for credit?”
I turned to address the data manager: “How can your
organization hold these two beliefs at the same time? First the
belief that I am not credit-worthy enough for credit, and second that I am a millionaire in the making? Do you not see the
conflict here?”
He did, he told me, but again, he stressed, the people responsible for issuing credit were not the same people as those
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who managed credit card payments.
We talked about the credit card processing options he had
come to meet me about. I said I was happy with Square’s service but would listen to him anyway. His lip curled at the mention of Square. He spoke of security, warned me of Square’s
lack of security.
He said, “Anyone can get one of those things, whereas what
I am offering must be vetted by the company and is kept much
more secure.”
I asked him how, vaguely imagining someone hacking my
phone and diverting my profits into another account. But,
upon pressing, I learned this was not what he meant. He meant
that because anyone could get Square, the possibility of using
it for some kind of fraud was higher.
“So essentially, you mean you are protecting me against me
ripping off my customers?” I said.
“Yes, we prevent fraud.”
“But you would be preventing me from committing fraud—
that is the ‘security’ you would offer me?”
“Yes, essentially.”
“And what could I expect to pay for such an honor,” I said.
He laid out the deal. I would have to lease several machines
from the bank over a three-year period. He showed me a flyer
with images of the machines—clunky dark plastic. Over the
three-year span I would give the bank over seven thousand
dollars to lease these ugly machines, and on top of that I
would be expected to pay a higher rate on every purchase than
what I currently paid for Square. I wrote all the figures out on
a pad before him.
“So you recommend I take your credit card machine, even
though Square costs me nothing, and this costs me seven
grand and a three-year contract?”
“Yes.”
“So I can protect myself from myself? So you can protect my
customers from me?”
“Essentially…”

“How about I just keep Square, save money, and not commit
fraud?” I said.
He smiled, like, We’ve been over this. Then I really gave it to him.
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Mira
Gonzalez
Writing Poems About Self
Discovery Should Be a Crime
Punishable By Death
i would like to think that our relationship was more
than the cruelest possible way for you to teach me
that you can’t rely on others for your own fulfillment
because why would you allow someone else to disappoint you
when it’s so comfortable to disappoint yourself?
i know you liked my company
you might have even loved me
but it was the sort of love that, with time, became so
immediate and insufferable
that you stopped thinking of your own life as something you
could control with actions
so, during our last few moments together
we allowed our bond to become dense and meaningful
by undergoing the lengthy process
of carving out space for each other in our memories
one day i will accept that this is the only thing we created together

but for now i think we must still exist, somewhere
because i haven’t stopped reaching towards the hallow idea of us
the way you did with such ease at the very beginning of this
please forget i said that
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Wait and See
in the end he made it clear that he did not want you
but he never did you the courtesy of leaving
out of necessity, you reconstructed your identity around
being alone
though you almost never thought of it in those terms
you spent time allowing all the wrong people to think you
are beautiful
watching them blindly perform unreciprocated feelings
onto you
at a distance twice removed from the act
because you refuse to know the feeling of not loving anything
though the feeling will force itself into you sometimes
everyone will tell you what the most painful part is
they will say it’s the moment nothing is left for you in him
or it’s the moment he finds you in someone else
but nobody will tell you that it is possible
to move further from reality every day
until there are no parts of you in anything

Untitled
i think of others before you too often
like the one who said that what he felt for me
was too important to say ‘i love you’
back then i just wanted to be nice to someone
but now i want so much more than that
so you will meet my unreasonable expectations
and in exchange, i will adjust my sleeping position
to accommodate the space you fill
when you leave i won’t express anger
i will only extend my arms outward
expecting something comfortable and mine
until then we can spend our days
in a familiar nowhere filled with bodies
staring at our computer screens
drinking our lukewarm coffee
none of it was your fault
you learned that i don’t really want to be happy
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my sadness is as unavoidable as having four limbs
i will do anything to stop you from loving me
as long as you promise to continue wanting me
long after i’m gone

Lucy
Ives
The PREMISSES Experience; or,
Five Questions for David Fishkind
David, something you may or may not know is that
once I texted you a drawing I had made of you. This was about
a year ago, give or take (maybe a little more than a year, it
might have been spring of 2014). I thought it was a pretty good
drawing. I drew you from memory while sitting at a bar and was
fairly pleased with myself. You’re a fun person to draw!
Anyway, you apparently didn’t have my number in your
phone and wrote back, “Who is this?” I wasn’t exactly sure
whether you were asking about the portrait or the sender.
I think it was the sender. I said, “Just a fan! Much love.” Or
something like that. But I always wondered what you thought
about this incident. Whether you wondered about it or reflected on it in some way or just immediately forgot about it.
Do you remember that text or what you thought about it
at the time? Maybe you still have the portrait?

LUCY IVES:

DAVID FISHKIND: I am looking at the portrait now. Had to
scroll through my messages for a while, but I knew I’d find
it. Says here it was July 21 (a Monday) around 9:45 pm. I can
see where I was, on the couch at the apartment I shared with
Nicole at the time, and I remember my first reaction—typically my first reaction whenever something mysterious happens
to me via the internet—was to suspect Zachary [German]’s
involvement. During the era of Formspring, he would anonymously send chains of questions, which carried the quality
of vague personal knowledge. When a cryptic new Twitter
account would makes its way into my purview, riddled with
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tweets ending in streams of “slfidjlwijiowejw”-like things,
when an Instagram identified only by the words “aids is fake”
began liking my posts…all signs have successfully led me back
to source Zachary.
With a friend, I recently downloaded an application that exports texts from your iPhone into PDFs, so that we could read
back the beginning of our correspondence, for purposes of
art or romance or understanding or something. It takes about
twenty minutes for the application to extract all the messages
from a backup on your hard drive, and I’ve been waiting. But
now I have Zachary’s and can see on July 21, 2014 I sent him a
screenshot including the number and portrait, asking “who’s
this number.” An hour later he responded “Ives haha.”
I thought it was a nice drawing.
It’s funny because you never said anything to me about
it, I assumed that you either didn’t care (hadn’t bothered to
find out who sent the message) or were unable to figure it out.
Neither option really makes sense! But, of course, when I see
the date, I realize other events may have intervened.
It’s interesting to me, too, that you have a friend, Zachary,
to whose agency you can attribute almost anything unexplained that goes on in your life, though I’m sure there are
limits. My next question has two parts:

IVES:

1. What is your first memory of receiving a message the origins
and/or meaning of which were completely mysterious to you?
Did you ever find out who had sent it or what it meant?
2. What is the strangest coincidence you’ve experienced in the
past 12 months?
I must have felt like the case was closed. I’m interested in how it’s affected you, too. Your feeling I was still in
the throes of mystery, or that I’d gone on through life with this,
like, complacent unknowing. I suppose I could’ve exposed you

FISHKIND:

or something. The thought never crossed my mind.
Anyway, I wouldn’t go so far as to say Zachary’s agency
can be attributed to almost anything unexplained in my life in
general, but the unexplained of the internet—he seemed at one
point to always be lurking behind it.
Now to your first question, growing up, my sister would
leave messages for me, or something that I’ve years later conflated into some series of secret edicts, whatever. Maybe before
I could read even. There would be suggestions of her being an
alien or a grown man. There was the time she told me the sun
was going to explode (imminently), the various traces of monsters living in my room, a long-running suspicion about what
happened to my unborn twin. Things like that. My earliest
confusions and forays into the mysteries of life came from her,
my sister. We had a contentious, yet extremely dependent relationship. And what I’m trying to say is, yes; I found out where
they originated. My mother always forced a confession out of
her, and the puzzles were always regarding our relationship
besides.
In the past twelve months. Hm. Coincidence is a funny
thing. It seems so significant in the moment, but it means
pretty much nothing in the long run. I think that’s why it’s
so easy to forget. Most of what comes to mind is running into
people out of context, which is hardly that strange. I guess
a nice thing that happened to me in the past month—a nice
coincidence—came after 38 hours of sleeplessness in Las
Vegas. I stopped in an ampm for a pack of cigarettes and a
water bottle. I had been misplacing and finding the same BIC
lighter throughout my drive across the country, and I took it
as a good omen. Waiting in line, however, delirious and closing in on about four days without a shower, my eye caught the
most immaculate pale gray lighter. It, like, called to me, and
I picked it up and examined it. It was cool and smooth. There
was a rightness about it. I ultimately didn’t purchase it. I had a
perfectly functional lighter and it had been by my side, keeping me honest, dragging me along through the trip. When it
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died, about two weeks later in a 7-Eleven parking lot, I walked
inside and found the exact same pale gray lighter, again, one
I’d never seen before or since, sitting on the counter. It’s not
much of a story, but it’s been good to me.
Have any of the messages from your sister been preserved? Does she still do things like this? And, do you think it’s
possible that her tendency to pretend to be a grown man or an
extraterrestrial early on affected relationships you have now—
like with that gray lighter or with Zachary?

IVES:

The messages, in whatever physical form they took,
have in all likelihood been destroyed or lost. We moved as a
family a few times since then, and besides, nearly two decades
have passed. They are preserved, however, in my sister’s laughter. Or maybe my hesitation in responding to her Gchats.
Those early instances can probably be traced to a larger,
widespread suspicion I have with my interactions with the
world. Sometimes I just call it being punk. It isn’t easy to
take something you “see”—for instance, an eight-year-old girl
literally dressed in her father’s clothes, explaining that I had
just never before noticed we shared the same gender—as what
it “is.” With someone like Zachary, it might be a two and half
a year joke that he’d been hospitalized for jaundice, because
he knows I like Hemingway and enjoy creating narratives from
the unknown of my relationships. Maybe he needed an excuse
for missing a reading I gave or something. In the case of the
lighter, it might be that my obsession came out of a certain
desire to see patterns as I’d pulled myself so far out of a routine, quitting my job, going on the trip. Upon returning to New
York, I’ve seen the very same lighter in nearly every bodega,
aura-less and kind of tired. I stopped using it in favor of a pink
Clipper my friend brought me from Detroit.
Things seem to appear as I need them. A sign reading DRY
CLEANER ON PREMISSES appeared to me on a block I’ve frequented for six years, just yesterday. It felt like I needed it to.

FISHKIND:

It made me happy. I can’t trust science. I can’t trust law. If it’s
words on paper, it’s good to think of it as words. I don’t know
what an atom is or if the semblance of outerspace is anything
like it’s suggested to be in, say, that show Cosmos or a textbook. I’ve upset people saying less, so I won’t to go any further.
If my sister is responsible for this, I think that’s fine. I often
enjoy the way I perceive.
IVES:

What made you happy about that sign?

Just that it was there. I think I get off on noticing
things. That looks stupid now that I’ve typed it, but it’s like
I’m detailing a very large painting of everything I’ve experienced but I’m still getting further away from finishing it. The
thought that I’ve been walking a block for years and never had
the chance to absorb that very apparent, kind of funny characteristic was invigorating. It alleges there’s always going to be
more, that things pile into each other, and I feel a little richer.
That my reality is a little more endless than it was before.

FISHKIND:

OK, last question. I’m really not sure how we got onto
this topic, but I’m glad we did. I think I have more experiences
like the gray lighter experience than the PREMISSES experience, and I think that probably indicates something about my
personality. Maybe that’s not very good! Anyway, I wondered
if, in 400 words or less, you could write a short story about
someone who may or may not be you?

IVES:

FISHKIND:

I guess I could. The result is as follows:

In Echo Park there’s a store called FASHION FOR EVA across
the street from a burger place, which is near the hair salon,
two blocks away from the Mexican restaurant I frequent, just
beyond the apartment I sequester myself within for eight days,
waiting to leave Los Angeles.
I don’t go inside. I take a picture with my phone. The more
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I think about it, the less it seems to mean forever. It’s prob,
like, about a woman, maybe a girl.
I meet someone named Eva in Detroit who says she’ll cut
my hair, but I ignore her after getting to the karaoke bar.
I could feel guilty about this, but my hair’s still not been
cut. Months later, anyway.
The internet on my phone tells me the burger place is good
because it comes with a jalapeño on the side, but it’s the CocaCola that surprises me. Its sheer effervescence. It’s a little more
syrupy than usual.
I text a picture to my friend I met at the karaoke bar, but
it’s difficult to communicate the soda. She hasn’t had one in
years, she says, and I have no choice but to take her at her
word. I tell her that I haven’t either, but I have, I bet.
I let myself enjoy this.
The hair salon is lit up with color. There’s a shopping cart
on the hill next to a tree, and I get in it to take a selfie with my
drink. I get back to the apartment in time for sun to set. I see
the couple across the alley is cooking dinner again.
I lie on the tiles. There’s enough to do. Everything is as accommodating as it seems. Really. The Mexican place gives you
a jalapeño on the side. The thrift store that benefits AIDS research. The thrift store that is split into rooms of consequence.
I don’t have time to get a picture, but Missouri state highway H and state highway A intersect. The signs, adjacent,
address the driver: HA
I put my head against the tiles and feel rather erotic. I pull
it up a bit by the muscles of my neck and use some force to
bring it down. Just to see. It’s kind of clay-like.
I admire the scenery in the reflection of my phone.
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